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leaving however the bible tmt ouched, and dis
____ POLITICAL*_____ _____ AmZCTMWj&X.
THE DEVIL AND THE BELL ROPE.! appeared as Mungo positively averred.,
From “We the People.”
;V,ps;M
In former times, there stood, in a retired ' through the earth which opened to receive
Raising Calves.—Calves should fioTbe
j .«MtaU
JAMES K. REMICI-!,
Portraitures of two Candidates.
village, an old fashioned meeting-house/ him. The women screamed and the chil
suffered to eat any grass the first year ; and
dren
clung
to
their
mothers
’
aprons,
aiding
nothing like the buildings that now go by the !'
it is cheaper to keep them shut up and feed
»ke,"W OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE.
By Washingtoni
name. It was an exact square, with the |.the chorus as they might. R he discomfitted
them, as the land sufficient to pasture ere
*'St
band
retreated,
leaving
a
further
attack
on
“
I
give
it
as
my
decided
opinion
;
that
Mr.
steeple, rising from the middle of the dome, I
will produce hay sufficient to keep two Calves
1 Glass«, IH
like a sentry box, to catch the first rays of the adversary to fair day light; but he was Adams is the most valuable.public char through the year, and pay thé expense of cul
'^andlkvJ
never
known
to
trouble
them
after.
Tne
acter we have abroad, and there remains no tivation and one year’s growth will certainly
the
sun,
and
tell
him
he
shone
on
a
Christian
:
{
STATISTICS OF TURKEY.
day they found the bell rope broken, doubt on my mind, that he will prove himself i be added to tile cattle.
;
The appellation of “ Turk” was first land. 'Fhe pews were not constructed as at next
evident marks of the cloven foot on the' to be the ablest of all our diplomatic corps.”
Jroi evtwadopted in the middle ages, as a general ti- present, to face the minister, for the audi- and
;
Mortimer, (an English writer,) says “ The
û h«*
The catechism and sermons were “ The public, more and more, as he is known, best calves for bringing up, are those calved
de of honor to all the nations composing the ence to stare the good man out of counte- floor.
at a distance much trampled upon and are appreciating bis talents and worth ; and m April, May and June : because it is seldom
■
wo principal branches of Tartar and Mogul, nance, but disposecl in a manner, the most found
Various were the opinior-s in our vil his country would suffer a loss if these were that those which come later acquire suffi
irregular, with hinged-seats, to raise them torn.
’
ii-The word “Tur,” as an adjective, signifies
of the cause of his coming amongst us ; to be neglected.”
cient vigor to support them during the in
■
sublime and pre-eminent”—as a substan- during prayers, and as soon as these were lage
clemency of tile following winter ; and the
over, the seats fell one after another with a that of the old women universally. was, that —Letter to John Adams, 20th Feb. 1796.
ive, it means “ a governor.”
cold causes them to droop, and naahy of them
■ The Uivan.—-This State Council meets noise like a mill clapper. The malicious in he was permitted to reprove the scepticism
By Jefferson*
to die. Much oftener may this be expected
' the minister and the scoffings of the
wice a Week, in the Emperor’s Palaeo, on sinuated, that it was an improvement of the of
“
The
zeal
which
has
been
displayed
in
Squire.
The
sailor
looked
wickedly
know

to be the cause in this country, where the
’j WouRl informf. Sundays and Thursdays,?. The Grand Vizier Squire’s, to give him notice when prayers '
favor
of-riiaking
Jackson
President,
has
made
ing,
but
said
nothing.
Old
Mungo
ever
after
cold in winter is so much more intense.
Js the presiding officer ; the six Viziers of were over, for it must be owned that he did :
his belie! in the devil and witches, me doubt of the duration of the Republic—
nrm of ., ■ |he
j bench, the Testerd'ar or High Treasu- dose at such times, but I never could hear confessed
Those which come earlier are preferred in
1
used often to draw an attentive- group of ! he does.not possess the temper, the acquire- this country, being more hardy, and better
their slander with any patience. The bell and
;
’ ..
. Commissioners of
* TE38gV,er. 11«
K’eis
about him, when in after time he told I merits, the assiduity, the physical qualificd- able to endure the rigor of the first winter.
'
,„
, he
HP Exchequer,
I'.vi’hpmn
and the miluary leaders rope ran thro’ the roof down to the middle boys
story of the devil and the cell rope, \tions for the office—he has been in various But the cost of rearing then! is greater. AH
of the centre aisle, and was pulled on all the
'
the
Agas)
compose
the
Divan.
The
Sul',C( by Jon«
meeting going occasions by a venerable which it sterns his majesty wm not pei knit civil offices, and made a figure in none—and things Considered, April may be as suitable a
e Gley inttfliliJ'an does not enter the room, but from an ad black, an object to most of the village of ca ted to carry off with, him, U. «. left, ns a i ’< >phy I he has completely failed andt shown himself time as any.
joining
chamber he hears all that passes.
tnwnt nf
T
’moompotent to an executive trust in Florida
When calves are weaned, they should not
- On great occasions a General Council is riosity and awe, as there were few of the of his victory dangling to a bUi!’..
E. M. I in a word there are one hundred men in Al be sufferedf to be near their dams, till fall.
-.„„„¡convened ; all the leading persons of the em- color at the time i.n the country. Ohl Mun
bemarle
county
better
qualified
for
the
Pres

Neither should they be pastured within sight
was the terror of all the village urchins,
CKHIES r e aVe snmrnon€<I—the clergy, Te milita- go
The literature of the day appears to be fast idency.”— See Gov. Coles’ letter Nov. 1827. or hearing of them. It will cause them to
,ii
jI Iy
v pp ;. .’ . IiwV Cland
’ I vi other
i, I J V i V7AA.Á
officers,
1 O, Ulivi
and Leven
r VI! the
V li V
old
and whom their mothers wished to frighten into
.
-----.
<
Such
degenerating.
Vigor
and
originality
are
the
neglect their feeding ; and they will not for
good behaviour, and it was only when bis
By Jefferson*
b'.';,,, .' -’‘.‘'^Hiost experienced soldiers attend.
get their habit of sucking their dams.
kindness had won my young heart, that I lost rarest qualities in the poetry and prose of
^‘^MOivan is called “ Ajak Divani.”
bTbis
will
Be
handed
you
by
young
Mr.
the times, except common sense. Willis,’
Cows.—Pure water, it is stated in the Do
■ “-1 ) i
Grand Vizier.—'This officer receives the dread his Satanic color excited.
Adams.
Fie
being
the
son
of
your
particular
The village had hea’’d of the incoming of who was deeply imbued with the spirit of friend, renders unnecessary from me these mestic Encyclopedia, is an essential àrtielè
orseraffn his appointment from the Sultan. He has
% J^yKhe care of the whole empire ; he manages Satan with power in the guise of witches, in poesy, has taken to writing coxcombical commendations which I could with truth en fo>- cows. Dr. Anderson says, he knew a
JJ^.^W'he revenue, administers justice, (both in civ- the neighboring towns, but as the minister rhymes for the newspapers. To read his ter into. I congratulate your country on her man who acquired gréât, wealth by attending
this nature, and one of his principal dis
19
J and criminal affairs,) and commands the set his face against the whole matter, and the doggerel, one would think that he lounged prospects in this young man.-— Letter to Mr. to
coveries was the importance of having a con‘ v ’
armies. Upon his appointment, the Sultan Squire laughed at it outright, the whole af about Cornhill in a “pink cravat” and stays, ¿Deny,from Penh. VZth May,1785.
Ì tinned ranpnly of the purest water that could
~~^~~-sj)Uts into his hands the seal of the empire, fair was more speculated upon, than dreade l went to church with a smelling bottle, wrote
be obtained for his cows, and he would on no
By Jefferson*
with.a crowquill, and left his tailor’s bills
’f pprJùn L'vil5ch is the badge of lira office, and or believed. We had amongst us a young unpaid.
It is a pity so promising a poet
“ One might as well make a sailor of a account permit a single animal to set a foot
’'W'iwhich he always ¿‘ear's on his breast. His sailor, whose irregularities on all occasions,
should
be
so
easily
spoiled.
Bryant,
Brooks,
cock, or a soldier of a goose, as a President into it, nor allow it to be tainted even by the
’s have entered ¡¡income anmunts to six hundred thousand had excited many a groan from the elders ;
Hill have quit the service of the, muses of Andrew Jackson.”—Letter to T. W. Gil breath of animals.
the purpose ^dollars a year, exclusive of presents and oth- whose greatest pleasure seemed to be to and
Inflamed teats should be washed with 2
rouse the terrors of the credulous black by for that of Gen. Jackson. Percivuï is deep mer.
s in this place ®er perquisites.
drachms of sugar of lead in a quart of water.
lexicography ; Halleck, Peabody, and G.
The Viziers of the Bench are styled telling him the awful instances of Satanic in
By JWh Monroe*
Should tumors appear, apply a common warm
Mellen are too idle or too busy for poetry ;
* X Mnil^as^aws oHthree 'horse-tails—three horse- power he had seen. Mungo’s only answer Pierpont, Sprague, and Mint have theii'
“ I shall take a person for the Department mash with bran with a little lard.
ulSUiftails being carried before them when they to his tormentor was, “ Don’t believe it,” hands full with writing dedication hymns;
To prevent cows from sucking their own
while his eye and lip told a different story,—
of State from the eastward : and Mr. Adams
md close any nr«march.
milk, we are informed that rubbing the teats
Longfellow is in Italy; Pinckney U dead;
1 the books ol'ì; Begler- Beg.—Begler-Beg is a Viceroy “But if you should see him you’d believe and fifty others live only in the magazines by long service in our diplomatic concerns, fi e fuently with the most foetid cheese that can
appearing to entitle him to the preference,
tfully solicittheuAvith'several provinces under his command, then.” “ Ye—yes.” ‘f Well, there’s, no and in the estimation of partial friends, j
I*? supported by his acknowledged abilities and be procured has proved an effectual remedy.
rally io tavor (|t Pachas.— A Pacha (Bashaw) isa Govern knowing but you may see him one of these ving rests from his labors ; Cooper is wri
Remedy for Ticks in Sheefl.—The follow

his nomination will go to the Sen
or under a Begler-Beg. A Sangiac is a Dep- days.” “ Don’t believe it.” Now Mungo ting for John Bull ; Paulding, and a host of integrity,
ing extract is from a communication from a
. F—Letter to Gen. Jackson in 1817.
ate
rang
the
9
o
’
clock
bell,
but
evidently
with
JINABAS PALVijtv Governor.
friend, in West Boylston, Mass. “Boil a
less,er stars, suffer a partial eclipse. The la
By T. H* Benton.
K* MILLER.
The Reis Effendi is the Lord Chancellor reluctance, since the awful stories he had dies only are trying to be useful, as Miss
small quantity of tobacco, perhaps what
heard
from
the
sailor.
One
moonlight
night,
' 31,1823.
and Secretary of State ; the name signifies
“ The first conspicuous act of his (Jack grows on one thrifty stalk would be enough
he waspacinghis way with a beating heart Francis and Mrs. Sigourney in the Juvenile
“ chief of the writers.”
------Miscellany. But Mrs. Hale has buried her son’s) in Tennessee may be found at the race for half a dozen sheep, in so much that. when
Ms Palmes r The ^sierdar is e high Treasurer. The to the house, and found to Iris great astonish self in a magazine, and Mrs. Ware in a ground and the cockfight. At such places!I it is boiled there shall be two or three galTments ioliisfcPuhiic Treasury is never touched, even by ment the doors wide open. The stories he newspaper ; Miss Sedgwick won’t write, and tor many years, even up to the period oi !i Ions ofliquor ; let it become sufficiently cool$
ram diráA'*heSultan, except in cases of the utmost had heard crossed his mind and he looked in so.on. John Neal only is active; and he his joining the army, he was a leading and then open the wool along the centre of thè
anguish at the open doors, ..expecting the
ceHHhi5U<ieVnergency-“U1t SuItan
next moment to see the cloven foot stalking has all the rest to take care of, besides mend conspicuous actor)' and it is a notorious fact neck and back of the sheep, and with a bunch
eir uniform
re£feury» which he uses at will, borne mea out. However, he mustered courage enough ing the morals, manners, and sidewalks of that he was scarce known to leave the race of two, or some ether spongy substance, put
hem that lie feTn ay be formed of the enormous wealth in
venture one look into the house, and his the good people of Portland. Pray heaven, ground without having participated in wc\ af on the decoction until the skin becomes
-ER into cwphe public Treasury, which has been acca to
gaze
was met by two glaring lack lustre eyes, the curse of effeminacy be not coming upon fray, or at least a quarrel. His whole thoroughly moistened therewith, and in a
mulatingunder forty Sultans, from a state-.
as a nation. It would prove fatal to the life has been a scene of confusion, and no man short time the ticks will all be destroyed.”
Xtro S
He says that, in ' that seemed like moons ; his power of motion us
N. E. Eàrmer.
free institutions of our republic? ; and unques can point to a single day in which he has
was
gone,
and
his
sight
fixed
as
by
a
spell,
on
All npi-Ls u his time, thirteen millions and a half of rix
tionably it is the duty of every citizen to iw been at peace with the world, or during
,
the
unearthly
balls
before
him.
The
bell
ith him arere^ {-Tpars were annually returned to the two
To make Beer.—Three quarts of molasses
now began to peal in a most irregular man his best endeavors to guard against it, as a which he was not at open add violent enmity
isted asspeedilys 1
is the Chief Ecclesiastic. His ner,Tow ringing, now tolling, stopping a mo public and private, a moral and political evil. with some individual ; nay, most of the time —half a pound of hops—a quarter of a pound
ment, then striking as< before. The sound We are more serious than we intended to be with numerous in public and private life ; of ginger, and an ounce of cloves, brewed
___ , ' name signifies “ an expounder of the law”—
in introducing the following paragraph from not political differences nor ordinary misun with a sufficient quantity of water, will make
en
i > i he is consulted on all emergencies. Should brought him to his senses, and he ran with a the New England Weekly Review, published derstandings, but quarrels of the most vio half a barrel of excellent family beer.
vigor he would have been incapable of at
lolicipWi he commit ti*eason, he is punished in a curi any
lent, vr-’O-Touv and deadly nature.”
D. Prune;*.: < :
other time, making -dlrvrtiy tor. .the
ons manner; he isput into a mortar, in one '
Am. Adv.
By General Jaekson.
The following remarks from the Kenne
T excellent faiuii) of the Seven Towers, and there the law ex- .minister’s. Now the good parson was think
N. P. WilHs.—We do not think ill of his
ing of nothing less, than this uncourteons in •
“ I have no hesitation in saying you have bee Journal, contain much truth, and de
gb. known byM pounder is pounded to death.—Such a pun trusion of the prince of darkness into his par poetical powers—but we are out of all pa
JERS farm,and !ii ishment has not been inflicted since the ish, on the principle of forced exchanges. tience with the vicious and indelicate taste made the best selection to fill the Department serve the attentive consideration of agricul
State, that could be made. Mr. Adams in turalists.
Amurath IV.
past owned by)
He wasjust solacing his cares with the fumes; which he is encouraging among his admirers. of
Mussulman.—'This term is a corruption of of
hour of difficulty, will bQ an able help
ells, is offered M
that heretical weed, tobacco, proposing to> In pur observations, two or three months the
Pine.—Is it not worth while to take some
mate,
and I am convinced his appointment
Moslemin,
”
which
signifies
“
persons
pro

farm consists«f|
meditate on his nincteenthly and to conclude,, since, upon bis ‘ Sketches in Verse’ we re will afford general satisfaction.”--Letter to measure to preserve the pine timber of this
:res of good W,i fessing the doctrine of Mahomet.”
marked,
that
almost
every
poem
in
the
vol

for
the
next
Sabbath,
when
the
strange
state, by cutting down only the old trees, and
The Horse- Tails,—'l'hree horse-tails, surhas been for
chime of the ball caught his ear. He thought ume contained ‘ a description of some beauti Mr. Monroe in reply.
leaving all the young and thrifty onc^s or sb
and is very, pre! mounted by a golden ball, form the military old Mungo possessed. When, a few min ful girl? Of late, however, Mr. Willis not By Thomas Ritchie, of Richmond En many of the latter as can grow with advan
s of Hay lieinp ensign of the Ottomans. Its or igin was as utes after, the black himself burst into the only paints beautiful girls—but boasts of
tage? in all reasonable probability, the time
quirer,
le buildings» follows: one of their Generals was at a loss room without ceremony, his eyes jutting out kissing them—‘ lip, cheek, and eyebrow.’
is not distant when pine lumber will be in
how
to
rally
his
men,
their
standard
having
“
What
kind
of
a
President
would
this
celling House t»
beyond his nose, his jaws quivering as if he We could easily pardon his vanity, if he
great demand, and bring a high price, espe
ew) and other «I1 been lost in a fierce conflict. He cut off a had the ague, while his color was something boasted of making love merely to a single great civilian ( General Jackson} make ?
clear stuff. Look ahead for twenty or
A gentleman who cannot interpret the cially
is uncommoi))y.|ii horse’s tail, and elevated it on the point of a between yellow and green. “What is the beauty—but when matters come to such a
thirty years, and then calculate where the
i road and border : spear. His troops renewed the fight, and matter?” inquired the wondering priest. pass, that he cannot introduce"a lady to the plain expression of one law—and yet he lumber is to come from to supply not only
immanding an £ came off conquerors.
puDlic, without following up the introduc would be’called upon to administer all the our Atlantic cities, from Florida to the Ken
The Sublime Porir.—Constantinople is “ The deble,” answered Mungo. “ How of tion,
rounding country,
by telling when and where he has laws of the land! One whose ideas are so nebec, but even the dense population of the
ten
have
I
told
you
that
speaking
in
that
styled “ The Sublime Porte—-the Porte of manner of Satan, was swearing to all intents ‘ squeezed her hand’ and ‘ rioted upon her■ /zzzrcfy
that he would transmute a interior states of the Union, to say nothing
nquireof
justice,
majesty,
and
felicity.
”
1
here
have
HENRY CL?
and purposes ; what is the matter, I ask ?” small red lips,’ we think it high time, that traitor into a spy, or would punish treason, of the West Indies. We are now slashing it
been
various
disputes
about
the
origin
of
this
June 1st, Itt.
matter wjts soon told, and the minister thé young gentleman should betaken to task not by tbe c*vil courts, but a court mar- to pieces at a careless and rapid rate, and de
appellation.’ Payne, an eminent geographer The
to do away his fears; but no, he could for his impertinence. Within the last few’ tial. One, who in a great crisis would con- stroying the young trees where the ’and is
of the last century, says that it is derived tried
not
be
out of the evidences of his weeks, he has, if tys own account is to be; vert the whole country into one great- camfl not immediately to be cleared for cultivation
from a magnificent gate built by Mahomet II. eyes. reasoned
Mungo
was
dismissed with slight re credited, won the affections of Miss ‘ Adel'’ —and would reduce almost every thing unat the principal entrance of the Seraglio.
FOR SALE,
proof
for
his
hasty
intrusion.—But the bell Miss ‘ AUemira,’ Miss ‘ .Viola,’ and Miss; der martial law ! If this individual be a reGeorgia Silk.—Extract from the Annu
Constantinoflle.—It is wonderful how lit still continued its strange
t. Croix Rum;
chimings, and the ‘ Posa,’ raved with them an evening or two) publican, then indeed, as he says himself al Register for the year 1762, in its chronicle
.dphia Gin; H4 tle is genetally known with regard to this neighbors, as the story got wind, equally su by moonlight, taken liberties with them, “ names are bubbles.” What respect would for
the month of September :
;an Brandy; I magnificent city. Its situation is the most perstitious, dropt into' the parsonage to see which we, with all our impudence, never such_.a great civilian entertain for the laws
“ There have been this season, brought to
•ant Wine;,M" delightful in the world. With a harbor af what was to De done in the emergency. Af dared to take with any girl in our lives, then and Constitution of his country ? Is such a one the Filature in Georgia, upwards of 15,000
(
Sagar; Superfine! ’ fording rootn for a thousand ships—with the ter a short consultation with the deacons, it ran away from them, and gone miserably in qualifiedfor our chief Magistrate ?
lbs. weight of cocoons, which is 3000 lbs.
■as; Rice; Cte Buxines its East, the natural current of was resolved to proceed in a body to dislodge love with Julia, Laura, Lillietta, and Clem
By Revi Woodbury, a Senator.
more than were ever produced there in any
the
wealth
i
f
Asia
is
through
the
Bosphorus
;
i any other artier
entina,
How
very
amorous
Boston
girls
the
enemy.
The
minister
felt
the
fekrs
of
“We are aware that the attack on Mr. former year. A convincing proof that the
and with AiTrwJOraon its South and West,
¡sortment of
must
be
1.
Mr.
Willis
wouldn
’
t
be
suffered
to
those
around
him,
creeping
into
his
own
culture of silk in that province is neither a
Gsoeffl the produci ions of Arabia, Egypt and Eu heart; and to guard against all emergencies, do such things in Hartford—-our word fbr Adams may have been sharpened by causes job nor a chimerical project.”
which do not meet the ear. He has splen
rope are at the command of its commerce.' thrust his bible into one pocket of his coat, that.—N. A’. IV. Review.
sold at a sniall F In the hands of a commercial nation, it
did qualifications to fill the highest office in
while the other was filled by the Westminis
'Fhe Rve harvest has commenced in Mary
the Union. If some. Cataline or his incendi
vvould soon become the centre of the com ter
Catechism,
and
a
manuscript
sermon
or
The editor of the Philadelphia Chronicle aries, in the strife for suflremacy are already land, and promises to be abundant. The
mercial would. It is encompassed by walls,
ICE ASSWf
I
two
of
his
own.
I
hus
doably
armed
he
prospect
of good wheat crops was never so
thinks he may warrant the following story to scattering fire brands and floison, it behoves
which have twenty-two gates—six towards
marched at the head of the parishoners, to possess the ingredient of truth, which some every well wisher to the Republic ta awake. promising; the weather during the last
the land, sik aléng the port, and ten on the’ jI the
meeting house, where he found a motley old-fashioned people think necessary in the It is one of Mr. Adams’peculiar excellen month having been warm and free from
.NTEP>
./WarmoFi? ; thtrae have stairs and landing
II group of all ages and Texes, at a respectful
Cords flak * places.
cies, that while he is second to none in talents storms, was favorable to the tilling of the
' i distance however, whose curiosity had composition of a good story.
i MijsWfcW
Ccnstantinoplr, like Rome, is an “ urbs ! brought them thus far, but whose fears pre
A farmer, last fall, brought a hue horse to and experience he makes neither personal in grain.
fluence nor exertion iov
should always
- & ÚW¡ * septicolìis.” Ità seven hills rise from the i
from going farther. “ Grace be with town, and offered him to a gentleman for be the free gift of a free people.”
PROVIDENCE, JULY 9.
Seed ;
!
shore in tlie.fornA of an amphitlieatre ; gar- ¡ vented
sale. He was remarkable Jbr the length
us
!
”
A
veteran
in
the
Indian
wars
bustled
“11 the character of Mr. Adams is destined
Is of Corf dens cypress gropes, palaces, and mosques,
LARGE GEESE.
and fullness of his tail. The parties, howev
forward,
with
a
rusty
sword
which
had
in
its
rise one above the other, and present a view
er, made no bargain. This spring the horse to be mangled and even crucified to gratify: We yesterday saw, in a waggon, a pair of
■worthy of all admiration. The castle of the day done wonders for the church militant, was again brought down, but shorn of his British sycophants, or the sinister views of young geese, raised by James Sisson, Esq. of
and
offered
to
lead
the
van
in
the.
attack,
but
'SevenTowirs is Jsed as an honorable prison.
Rowing honors. The gentleman to whom demagogues, whose path to office is obstruct Warren, of very large size, being now only
A square tower stfends in the sea, memora was greatly rebuked by the minister—“ Put he was offered exclaimed at the barbarism ed by his virtues,
three months old. The bree'* was imported
up
thy
sword,
this
matter
is
not
to
be
wrought
from East-Friesland last fall, in the ship
ble as the prison pf Belisarius. .Near this
of such an improvement. The owner de
“Let the tempest rage—
out
by
carnal
skill
or
weapons.
”
He
took
North America, Capt. Childs, who asserts
are a great many cannon, level with the wa the centre, flanked on either side by his dea clared himself innocent. “It happened,” An honest man is still an unmoved rock,
ter, and guarding the entrance of the port cons—grace be with us—the Squire and an said he, “ in this wav. He bad an irritation Washed whiter, but not shaken by the shock. that these geese frequently grow to upwards
of twenty pounds dressed. They are very
■ bavTUEri
and the Seraglio.
|
worthy forming a second line, while in his tail, and I directed it to be steeped in
. By John Randolph.
softliePoo>'f 1
full of soft fine feathers, which is an article of
The Seraglio.-HVh'x^ word signifies “ a other
brine every evening.
He happened to
the
multitude,
who
were
no
wise
desirous
of
“ The election of Gen. Jackson to the pres exportation from that country, and very
palace.” It is a collection of palaces, a mile , showing their courage in an attack^, on an un switch it into the mouth of a cow that stood
and a half in compass, enclosed .by a strong
in the next stall; and she was so pleased idency, is not to be dreaded, as it can in no much sought for in Germany, Holland, and
/ forbids all Peli1
wall, on which aré several watch-towers. known enemy, succeeded ; and Mungo with with the taste, that before morning, she de event, possibly occur -.—the people of the U. England. These geese are the first of this
ny of saidW
where guard is kept by night and day. ffThe
.... ^e women and children brought up the rear, voured it to the stump. I thought she had States have not yet become so corrupted, as breed which has ever been imported into the
— ' : as a corps in reserve on whom the others eaten a tough salad for the sake of the to choose a man of mere military talents to United States—were brought especially for
principal gate is of mferble, and is called The
those
The
are very o*s/ti=>nci
extensive
Porte q*
1'" gardeiA m.o
1'0 •; I ‘ were to fall back in case of defeat TheyadMr. Sisson, and are well worthy tlie attention
govern the national councils.”—
5 ofr wfeite
...r-,.. stone’, are crown------- ’ ¡ vanced to the steps, but were thrown into sauce, but the matter could not be mended.”
Jas I shallP< " the buildings are
of the lovers of good eating. Mr. Sisson has
Letter to the people of Charlotte in 1822.
,s
and
spires,
and
shin-Tonfusion
by
the
same
glaring
eyeballs
that
a few pairs on band, which he will dispose of
■ed witfi gilded turret! " ’
’
■bis dftte. w,
A Family.—In the pine woods of Wil
R
1
’
| had frightened Mungo. 1 he minister perAS L1TR
More Deception.-—A miserable attempt' at gl2 the pair-—and will send them to any
“ i"‘of St. Sophia |I ceivlno
ceivingRhat
thejr ronriige
co'urage was evaporating kinson county, a couple (both natives of
that, thfiir
part of the country he may be directed to.*
persons R (Divine Wisdom) was built by Justinian in under the influ^Kce of those terrific eyes, and Burke county,) were, in 1806, married—the has been made by some Jackson writer in
gentleman, a bachelor, forty years of age. Washington city to deceive the honest Ger
the
eternal
jan
gling
of
the
bells,
ordered
them
g Martel
the 6th centyry. 'Fhe dome is 113 feet in
New Clock.—-M. Fipert, a clockmaker
Since that time they have lived together in a mans in the back part of Pennsylvania. A
1, on account
diameter, resting on arches, supported by . to raise their voices to the goodly tune of state of uninterrupted happiness, which has letter has beep published in the German of Memmingen has announced for sale in the
Old
Hundred.
Some
voices
were
rather
.¿ensesorf"
immense marble pillars, and the stair-case,
been crowned by the birth of twenty-one language, and is circulated among them, sta Commercial Courier of Dantzic a newly
and pavement are also mrirble.—Here is the ¡ weak, lint it brought them to themselves, and children, ten sons and eleven daughters, all ting that two British agents had recently ar invented clock, upon which he has been em1.Fhe graceless adversary
torr-b of the Emperor
^arrime,
i they advanced.
alivfc and healthy at the present time. rived at the President’s house with four hun ployed/or thirteen years. It is made of wood,
The Exchanges are splendid buildings, ■ seemed not at all pleased with such pious Some places boast of their increase of hogs, dred thousand dollars, to aid in the re-elec and has nothing metalic in its composition.
strains
near
him
;
so
giving
one
last
hearty
and the richest and rarest productions of the ;
others of their horses, and others again of tion of Mr. Adams! We hardly think the It requires to be wound up only oncejn three
East are daily sold in th. . I in large quanti- : tug at the bell, he came thundering^ on them their cattle ; but we challenge the world to Germans, as credulous as they are said to be, months, and-a report as loud as that ofa twelve
before
they
were
awhre
of
it.
The
ranks
ties. Add to these numerous mosques, the ,
beat Wilkinson in what is infinitely more will believe this silly story. It is so bare flounder, gives notice of the time when it has
thirty churches of the Gì asks, and those of ¡, broke in a moment. 'Fhe minister being in valuable—the increase of fine healthy chil faced an attack upon their understandings, stopped ; the price demanded for it is 6000
!
the
centre,
met
the
whole
force
of
his
onset.
the Armenians, the. many private palaces ¡
ducats. The grand Duke of Hesse has offer
' The enemy came on them with lowered dren. We would recommend a Summer’s that they cannot fail to see it: An effect, of ed 5000, which" has been refused.
residence in Wilkinson, to the married por- course, directly contrary to that intended,
Boston Bulletin,,
will be produced.—Cincinnati Gazette..
nds of the seaboard.
Georgia Patriot,
PUBLISHED ST

A
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For the Kennebunk Gazette.
they should have more magnanimity than to They prefer Mr. Adams for President. Ev- f
feP’
ery man whom they elect to any office, can i
ofbpiii
shoulder off the blame upon the President.
KA'HON AL ELECT IO W.
thereby, exercise an influence for their choice
A Looker On
the
Jackson Celebration at Kittery.
before
or against it, They have a right to know^ We are glad to see the Hon. Mark Den
NOMINATIONS BY THE PEOPLE.
The arrangements made fer the Im, ■ (nomen
from their candidate, definitely and une nett at last unmask himself. Until recently
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
execute
quivocally whether he is for the man oftheir he has avowed himself friendly to the Na cere mony of b reaking ground o.i t r.
FOR PRESIDENT,
of the p
choice for President. Unless he will thus tional Administration, or at least has preserv the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal'
The
only
apology_that,
the
J.acksonifes
can
info effect in the District of CnìVÌ^- work w
JOHN QUINCY ADAMS, make for Mr. Parris’ apostacy and consent declare himself,'set him down with the cow ed an ominous silence on the subject. Last ried
on the past anniversary of ourcouM|3| Itist
ardly and treacherous Bat.
OF MASSACHUSETTS.
year he was held out to the people, as a
ing to be a delegate to their caucus at Gray,
dependence. The directors of the' C S ¡j those ’
We respect, hn undisguised, brave and de
is that he had not then accepted his appoint cided enemy and prepare to meet and fight staunch friend to Mr. Adams.—But by refus ny, the members of the corporathnsofw • have so
FOB VICE PRESIDENT,
ing to attend the Administration Convention ington, Geoj’getOsv.p and AlexandX .1
ment.
—
If
the
acceptance
was
delayed,
that
him
as
such.
But
the
neutral^the
coward,
lion of t
RICHARD RUSH,
he might offer it as a reason for his atten the traitor are always detested and despised. in Portland last winter, and on all occasions the President of the United States IimH moral V
OF PENNSYLVANIA.
dance, it is miserable and pitiful.—And pray '1’hose who lamented the fate of Andre, acting and voting with the Jackson men, but Departments, / members of CronweT? ous inn1
what difference does it make whether he ac would have cheerfully substituted Arnold, little doubt remained, that he had joined the representatives oi Foreign powers at J cities ol
FOR ELECTORS AT LARGE,
cepted the day after or the day before this and have exulted at his disgraceful and igno standard of the Chieftain and the 4th instant seat of government, and other per2?. exandri
SIMON N OWELL, of Kenn< bunk-port.
was selected, as a suitable occasion to exhib
political debut ? Would not his mind be as
YORK.
it his colors openly. Accordingly on that distinction, moved in profession from Tin ■ fill Sta
T HOM AS FILLEBROWN, of Winthrop much filled with political zeal in the one case minious death.
day a celebration was got up af Kittery, and Hotel to High-street Wharf, where thev? I Maryla
as the other? A man fresh from a Jackson
on board of steam boats aU i; l#' author!
Iror the Kennebunk Gazette.
DISTRICT ELECTORS.
lest the thing should trot be done up thor barked
caucus, inspired too with the zeal of a new^
and proceeded up the Potomac. Or ¡3
’
oughly, in the true Jackson style, one of from thè boats, th? procession moved toil I of Fithe
JOSEPH PRIME,/or York District.
convert, becomes a judge and the scales of
’iei
As the medicine must be adapted to the Isaac Hill’s satellites, (Col. Decatur, a rav
LEVI HUBBARD, for Oxford.
property, liberty and life, are entrusted to disorder,
we are aware that nothing cool, de
heroitc) was sent tor to come from designated spot for tne commencement^* formed
JOSEPH SOUTHWICK, for Kennebec. his hands.— Does he come upon the bench liberate or decent, can have the slightest in ing
at the <
Portsmouth, to officiate as President, and as work. Here the Mayoi- of
with
clean
hands,
and
a
pure
heart,
and
is
he
Lord o
handed to Gen. ?4ercer, President
EBENEZER FARLEY, for Lincoln.
fluence
upon
the
inveterate
supporters
of
sist
at
the
initiation
of
the
Senator
in
the
willing and able to udminister impartial jus Jackson.—There is a combination of boister
Canal Company, the spade prepared fH them <
orgies
of
Jacksomsm.
—
And
from
what
we
ELIAS THOMAS, for Cumberland.
tice between high political partizans? Is the
occasion, when the General addressed'! nrnltip
JOHN MOOR, for Somerset 4’ Penobscot. effect upon his feelings differt nt at all, wheth ous insolence, shameless vulgarity and invet have seen and understood of this celebration, listening multitude.
rflZf i'L
erate
rancor
which
puts
all
reason
at
defiance.
it
was
in
all
respects
worthy
of
him
for
whose
er he wa« judge the moment before or after ? —At Mr- Dennett’s Jackson celebration at
JOHN S. KIMBALL, }
Gen. Mercer’s Address. 3 one op
benefit
it
was
made,
and
perfectly
charac

The grcAjnd of the objection remains un Kittery, the administration candidates for
creatk
teristic of his supporters. That long tried
“ Fellow ^Citizens : There are ntoni» remain
changed.—1’ak.e which form of the dilemma
you will, and the extreme impropriety is the State Senate in this County were, in a and faithful public officer, the President of m the progress of time, which-are the J;
toast, characterized as “ an English the United States, was of course calumniated ers of whole ages. There are events ft1
plain and deplorable.—So it seems we are | public,
nently
STATE NOMINATIONS.
still doomed to have one third of the judiciary Poney and two Jackasses” and this toast and our most respected fellow citizens monuments of Avbich, surviving every nil acciai
has
been
published in bold relief
Mr. abused. While Andrew Jackson, the man memorial of human existence, eternize !I
political
and
partizan
and
instead
of
improv

FOR GOVERNOR.
thè spi
ing in this particular we are growing worse. King’s paper at Bath.—In ord nary times who murdered Dickerson, who attempted to nation to whose history thev belong aJ be stài
Hon. ENOCH .LINCOLN’.
We say worse for Preble with all his politic such gross vulgarity would scarcely be toler assassinate Col. Benton, now a Senator in all other vestiges of its glpiy have disanJ ¿He
in frivolous conversation, even against Congress, and who has repeatedly set at de ed from the globe. At such a momeX
al malignity, IimI talents and was a pretty ated
perfori
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS.
good lawjer.—Parris is not overburdened the lowest characters in the community.—- fiance the laws and constitution of his coun we arrived. Such a monument are wen. me in
Hon. rufus McIntire.
But
it.
has
beWi
exultingly
promulgated
of
try
;
this
man,
was
extolled
and
toasted
as
to
found.
with either7aZi??.vs or law.—If he should be
wlioin
'Fuming towards the President oftheUiv. be woi
decisive in any thing he would with his pres Hon. Joseph D ice, John Bodwell, Esq. and the Republican Candidate for President.
SENATORS FOR YORK COUNTY.
Col.
Abijah
Usher,
jr.
—
Mr.
Dane
is
a
gen

Does
Mr.
Dennett
expect
to
receive
the
ed
States,
who
s-tood
near
him,
Mr.fyU
ent feelings be more likely to go wrong than
Hon. JOSEPH DANE, of Kennebunk,
effort <
tleman whose private character is without a support of the sober, reflecting, highminded ceeded :
vili in
JOHN BODWELL, Esq. of Shapkigh, right.
“ Mr President : On a dayhalta ' iniproi
And because Judge fiieshington was chos blemish, whose talents are of the highest or electors of this county, after having joined
ABIJAH USHER, jun. Esq. of
en an administration member of a committee der and whose attachments to the “ English” this desperate Jackson faction ? Did he the fondest recollections, beneath thisclj he woi
of correspondence and declined, this is a rea were never suspected during or since the think it would be a recommendation to him mg (may we not humbly trust, auspici tnents
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
son why Judge Parris should be elected a war.—He has been twice, elected member with the people here, to be associated with sky, surrounded by the many thousands» perpet
Elder HENRY SMITH.
delegate and president of a Jackson caucus of Congress in this decidedly republican dis the disgraced, defeated partizans of Isaac tatoi-s, who look on us with joyous antic® bave il
and accept I Heaven forgive us for speaking trict and might have been re-elected to this Hill, sent for, as a Jacksonite in this county tion ; m the presence of the represent^ bywht
these two names in conjunction.—With the time had he not declined.—Mr. Dane is and candidly confessed, to help electioneer for of the most polished nations of theoldaJ their li
Did he suppose the people of new worlds ; on a spot where, a little »
one is associated every thing that is great Jn al ways has been a discreet & consistent poli Jackson.
Opposition Ticket
jo his '
independence, learning and consistency, with tician and is emphatically a republican in Maine were less intelligent, less patriotic or than a century ago, the painted savare he thè w
principle
and
practice.
—
During
the
late
war
less
vigilant,
than
those
of
NewHampshire,
FOR SENATORS.
his
nightly
orgies;
at
the
request
ofS
the other every thing the reverse.—Had
friends aridemployei-s who are merchants, who with a spirit and energy worthy of the three cities of the District of Colombia i tornii’
Hon. MARK DENNETT,
Judge Washington consented to act, the case
werv
averse to its policy but they obeyed patriots of former days, have prostrated this present to the Chief Magistrate of the» countr
bears no parallel to this.—His sphere is ex
Hon. MOSES SWEAT,
the laws and indulged in no acts of violence foul calumniator and his party.—If Mr. Den powerful republic on earth, for the most» Frie
tensive
as
the
United
States
and
he
would
JOHN F. SCAMMAN, Esq.
seldom know the political preferences of par or outrage. Thev never burnt nor drowned nett so believes, we verily think he will be ble purpose that was-cver conceived by» tthe
the Presicknt’s effigy, as1, was lately done by sadly disappointed in September next. The this humble instrument of rural labor,asya. of the
ties.—But Parris is judge of a State of the
friends of Gen. Jackson in Portland, be people will take care, that they are not again bol of the favorite occupation of our ccuntj j
which
he
has
been
Governor
and
conse

ÂîCTïGATW^
ny,
| an
quently could scarcely try a case where he cause a Jackson Congress imposed an addi deceived.—They will then select for their men. May the use to which it is aboutfoi Colun
tional duty offfi'e cents on molasses. 1 hey public agents, men in whom they can safely devoted, prove the precursor, to ourbeM (
did
not
know
the
parties
and
their
politics
dents
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
—Moreover a judge of the Supreme Court of never traded with the enemy at Bermuda confide, who will not betray their interests, country, of improved agriculture,of multii |IWKAi<
the United States for more than thirty years nor any where elsiv—The Bath Enquirer is nor disregard their just wishes and expecta ed and diversified arts, of extended ci a- priv
7V?e Tariff.
<
of Washington’s talents and experience, has, the iasi vehicle whiUi should convey such tions.—Retribution tho’ sometimes slow, will merce and navigation. Combining its so® citizer
surely come. The indignation of the people and moral influences with the princinld J
The Mrj^TiaS been much complained of as we should hope some settled principles of law, slanderAndis Mr. Bodwell\AeeA the “Jackass is aroused, and let him, who has made him that happy Constitution under which yn forma
specially oppressive to Maine, and it in some and moi ality’by which he would be governed
•the R
measure, is so.—But its. deleterious effects and with which he would choose to close his he has Deen described ? The respected and self obnoxious to their censure take heed.
have been called to preside over the Ami ■vealtl
A Citizen.
have been magnified, especially on the arti judicial career— With Parris these princi republican town of Shaple’^h, now the most
can People, may it become a safc-guardi Execi
'
cle of Molasses.—This article is purchased ples are yet to be formed, and from his past populous in the County, w;\l scarcely thank
the-r liberty and independence, and al® ■my a
Mr.
Dennett
and
his
caucus
for
thus
charac

with lumber and comes chiefly from the Isl life, we may defy conjecture as to what they
of perpetual Union !
ants t
and of Cuba.—The tax is Jive cents per gal- will be or whether they will not vary and terizing the man who has constantly served Mr. Remich,
“ To the ardent wishes of this vast asset, Spot u
them
in
town
affairs,
and
repeatedly
as
their
If
your
Alfred
correspondents
can
spare
a
lou and should this fall exclusively on the vacillate to suit his views and the party who
bly, I unite my fervent prayer to that Mi* occasi
representative and was a delegate in forming little space in your paper, you would confer and awful Being, without whose favorsJ
consuuier, the price of the article will be will promote them.
excellent republican constitution. Mr. a favor on a subscriber by allowing him to fill human power is but vanity, that he numb
ra'sed to that amount.—But will it be so?
He may and he probably will have further our
penei
The article of
from its bulk or the prospects and like his predecessor be con Bod well is and always has been a republican, it with « word or two. He wishes an oppor crown your labor with his blessing, and® to ass
weight bearing so high a proportion to its stantly managing and contriving to grasp at is a man of strict integrity and has talents of tunity only of expressing admiration of the. work with immortality.”
heart
actual v aliie, cannot be exported to any great any thing which will gratify his ambition or a very high order. He is to be sure a farmer, very/zro/zer manner in which the election
As soon as he had ended, the Presidents tjons,
distance at a profit—consequently the Un ted his avarice.—That he will set very uneasy but we trust that every farmer is not to be eering campaign has been opened in the Ga the Qnited States, to whom Gen.MEKca
States are almost the exclusive market.— on the bench may be predicted without the set down as a Jackass.—Mr. Jefferson was a zette of last Saturday—In a contest of this had presented the spade, stepped forward of fut
They must sell it here or they cannot sell it spirit of prophecy, and when he finds him farmer, but he was no Jackass.—Mr. Bodwell kind, nothing can be more proper than for and with an animation of manner and cw alho]
at all.—If Uiis is'the case, wifi not the tax self so embarrassed by his inexperience and has a large and respectable family and.his him who expects to reap the principal fruity tenance, which showed that his whofeh®
distai
fall 'exclusively on the grower nr manufactu incompetency as to disgust every body he sons are active intelligent men, one a mer of the victory,to place himself-aX.\X\o, head of was in the thing, addressed the assembly ¡1 enee
rer & not on the consumer ? If a merchant at will again plead his necessities for further chant at Kennebunk and Brigadier General the van, in the “ fore front of the battle?’— his fellow citizens,
of evi
the Havana can sell his molasses no where advancement.—Hence finding that he had in the militia, and another a merchant, mag He should take a conspicuous position in the
whícl
President Adams* Address.
else, he must sell it to us and bear the burden nothing to expect from Mr. Adams, he pri istrate and post master in Shapleigh, and it public eye, so that there need be no mistake
himself.—Such we are told has been the ef vately whips round for Gen. Jackson to se-. is believed that it is the first time that either of the oHiect for which he urges on the com M Friends and Fellow Citizens :
It is nearly a full century since BcrW, may
fect of this tariff that molasses has already cure the support of a Jackson council and af ever suspected that their lather was reputed bat— Thfs rule has been admirably observed
Bishop of Cloyne, turning towards this & lu
by your above mentioned correspondents.
fallen at the Havana.—If we are right in this ter lie is beyond the reach of the people pub a Jrickass.
To have every thing correspond with the land, which we now inhabit, the eyesofa the a
Adr. Usher is Colonel in the militia and
reasoning, is it to have an indirect effect in licly avows it.—Sure of what he has got and
representative «f the town of Hollis.—That nature of the cause, the harangues and ex prophet, closed a few lines of poetical inspi of ou
the sale of our lumber? It can have no ef expecting something more.
pend
fect, unless it diminishes the demand.—If less
That the Jacksonites are to puff him as a town, unanimously republican, eontainsmany hortations to his followers, should be highly ration with this memorable piediciion- • of thi
molasses should be imported from the AV. paragon, as the intuitive judge, (which to be high minded intelligent men, and it is paying seasoned with slanderous abuse of respecta
“ Time’s noblest empire is the last," ment
Indies, it will diminish the demand for staves, sure he must be if he is'any judge at all,) as them no compliment to suppose, that they ble individuals, and well coloured with rep
A prediction which, to those of us wljoa act t
hoops, and heading so far as molasses is con “ a second Daniel come to judgment?’ is would pass by these, and select a Jackass to resentations varying somewhat from facts. lot has been cast by Divine Providencej aren
represent
them.
—
Of
Mr.
Usher
we
happen
Th,ese
things
seem
also
to
have
been
well
cerned and no farther.—Other descriptions probably a part of the contract, which they
these regions contains not only a preciot
t
of lumber will be wanted as much- as before. are, above all men qualified to fulfil.—If they to know something.—He is a republican attended to—What can be more admirable, promise, but a solemn injurotion, ofduti for
than
—-L is a fair calculation that by this tariff on can make a qualified President of Jackson, “ dyed in the wool”—a man of strong and than holding up the idea that nearly all the since, upon our energies, and upon those* Fest
this article, the actual consumer will not pay they can make a judge of Parris or any thing vigorous mind and che who would rank high public officers in the County of York are our posterity, its fulfilment will dopes ■whe
in the Senate of the State. These three combined against the election of Mr. Holmes For with reference to what principle could;
directly or indirectly more than a cent or else.
A Friend of the Judiciary.
nam
gentlemen, to be sure were not selected by Senators—when rather the reverse of this is
« cent and a half per gallon.—Now the same
that Berkeley proclaimed this, the
míes
themselves, in a secret Jackson caucus of a the fact—It was a bright thought, conceived, be,
tariff lays- a duty onforeign wool of four cents
the noblest empire of time ? It was ash who
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
few chosen members of the Legislature from no doubt, in the hope that the truth of the be
per pound, 42 per centf ad valorem.—The
the County.—They were recommended by case would not be inquired into. 1 he truth himself declares, on the tnmsplanatiMO of oi
ordinary farmer in Maine, probably con
THE BAT.
one of the fullest and most respectable con is that the Sheriff of this County does not in Learning and the Arts to America. 01 uadi
sumes tweh e gallons of molasses per year
The story is that the beasts and birds were ventions ever held in this county and with terfere with the political opinions of his Dep learning and the arts—the four first acts- ors;
by which he incut's a tax,at most, oieighteen
the empires of the old world andoffo’tt! tion
uties, that about two thirds of them act and
cents. —If he can sell four pounds of wool in once at war. They had an engagement astonishing and unprecedented unanimity.
It is not pretended that they possess the vote with the party of which Mr, Holmes ages—the Assyrian, the Feysian the Gfr swa
each year, this same tariff more than com which lasted two days. On the first day the
cian, the Roman empires, were empires« agin
pensates him, for all he pay s—for the tax on beasts prevailed, and in the evening after the inflated self sufficiency of a Dunlap, or the has assumed the lead and to which the Sher r conquest, dominions of man ovei’ man. 'fit and
fight
was
over
the
Bat
was
found
on
the
side
Eolitical
hypocrisy
and
ambidexterity
of
a
iff
is
opposed
—
Seven
at
least
of
these
depu

foreign wool would raise the price of his
of the beasts. They challenged him as a lennet.—But they are sensible, intelligent ties attended Mr. Hulmes’ convention at Al empire which his great mind, piercingirt us ?
wool at least to that amount.
B
and were about to take him prisoner, patriotic men—republicans and openly and fred to nominate Senators, constituting about : the darkness of futurity, foretold in Aniei®,
Its effects upon iron, hemp, duck, &c. are bird,
was the empire of learning and the arts—th OUS
mere serious, but these are felt by us in com but he shew that he was a four footed ani decidedly friendly to the administration and an eighth part of the whole number of acting dominion of man over himself,_ and ow trot
the re-election of John Q. Adams:
members.—Ope at least of these deputies physical nature, acquired by the inspirata let
mon with other states.—The tariff, in these mal and passed off as a beast.
The next day the battle was renewed and
JUSTICE.
particulars, operate upon the shipping inter
was, last year, and probably is this year, one of genius, and the toils of industry—not» Imj
the
birds
prevailed.
In
the
evening
and
not
est chiefly, with the exception of iron, and its
of Mr. Holmes’electioneering agents.—What tered with the tears of the widow andfe hop
till
all
was
over
the
Bat
appeared
on
the
design, in these, is to encourage the home
“ fundi’ he was then paid from, is not pub orphan—not cemented in the blpodof liBmaa es
For the Kennkbunk Gazette,
manufacture.—As it always occurs that im side of the birds. Observing his four claws
licly known, bupit is generally believed that victims
___ —ru.,,foW.
founded, not w discord, kilt
but ininhour
they
were
about
to
take
him,
but
he
shew
his
posts are divided between the grower or
he did not spend his strength fur nought, al mony—of which the only spoilsare theiai- He
wings
and
claimed
to
be
a
¿ire/
and
joined
in
M
r
.
P
arris
.
manufacturer and the consumer, it is proba
though
he
did
labor
in
vais
.
—
Let
us
see
how
A very profane fellow was appointed a Jus-1 the “ struggle of the officei s against the peo perfections of nature , and the victory achiev- anc
ble that, at present, the prices of those arti the shoutings for the victory. Peace was
ed is the improvement of the condition ofull.
1
cles will belncreased to half tire amount of made between the combatants and the tice of the Peace and a time was fixed for ta ple” stands and compare the truth with the Well may this be termed rrobler thoufe in
tha
treachery
of
the
Bat
was
discovered..
The
king
the
oath.
—
The
day
previous
was
em

the tax, until the home competition shall re
representation
of
one
of
your
correspondents.
empire
of
conquest,
in
which
tian
subduf?
thi
duce them to, or below their present rate.— parties agreecFto punish him for his treason. ployed in the most indecent and vulgar pro —-Two thirds of the Deputy Sheriffs—three oply his fellow man.
bm
When this shall be the case, the consumers The birds cut off his wings and the beasts fanity.-—On being rebuked for this gross and fifths of the Postmasters—the Marshal of
To the accomplishment of this-propW act
suffer nothing.—But whether this tariff is his/eei, and they left him a powerless thing, un gen tie manly conduct, he replied “ to mor .Maine and his deputies—the Collector of the first necessary step was the aqubiws pre
row I shall be*a justice of the peace and must
the ev il genius it is pretended or not, it is neither bird nor beast.
Twp battles are to b* fought between the therefore be under restraint, I calculate to the District of Kennebunk with his Inspect of the right of self-governuienfby thepeopl enl
ludicrous in the extre me to bear it charged
ors, retainers and c< sections,—the Collect
same
parties
—
the
one
in
¡September
and
the
day to do swearing enough to last me until or of the District of Saco and his Inspectors of the British North A^erfcan coloiM sisi
npon the President of the United States.—
achieved by the Declaraticiiof&dependenct, \ the
other
in
November.
If
in
September
the
my commission expires?’
It was never known that a president refused
&C. and the Collector of the District of York
Apropos-*Mr. Parris was to be judge im with all the strength he can muster—all com and its acknowledgement by the Brinish' lin
to sign a bill winch had passed both houses beasts should prevail, you will see many of
The second was tly? unioaofall tboss sh;
of Congress, unless he had constitutional ob these political bats in the evening and;not till mediately after thé Jackson, caucus, and then bined to carry the election.—These with tion.
restraint.—It was, as in Mr. Holmes at their head form a fearful ar colonies under one general cenfedpratedw ■ sh;
jections— questions of expediency are always after the struggle is over, shewing then puws he must be
tin
a task more arduous than
left to the"* enti re discretion of Congress.— and joining with the victors. If in Novem the other case, convenient to disgorge and ray against the “ people.”—Bat who can but eminent
the preceding seperatiin, but last «ffid' dir
Although we should have strenuously object ber the birds should conquer, you will find after this he would be just as impartial in a admire the propriety of representing the
fre
ed
by
the
.present
constitution
oftheluiW
ed to tlrose parts of the tariff which bear hard these Same Bats, (not till the battle is won) cause between political partizans, as this- public officers as combined on the opposite
tu;
States.
'
.
on Maine, and should have defeated them if flitting about and as brave and-unequivocal ..justice of the peace would in trying a case of side ?
_
The third step, morj? arduous stdin®
we could, we, still, should have blamed the as any Birds in the whole flock. Now rather profane cursing and swearing.
cither, or both the others, was thaiwIW
President, had he refused his assent, after it than be annoyed, tantalized or betrayed by
had passed both houses—indeed this interpo such treacherous cowards, let us ascertain
Hutchinson's History.—It was mentioned we, Fellow Citizens, mty now cangratulatf
ourselves, our country a|d the world of
For the Kennebunk Gazette.
sition of the Presidential vefo on questions these Bats before hand and clip their toes
some time since, that a valuable manuscript that
it is taken : It is tie adaptation-d®
of ordinary, legislation should be looked on and wings that they shall annoy or deceive
of Gov. Hutchinson containing the continua powers,
physical, moral and intellects?
with no ordinary jealousy.—It would lead to nobody.
Mr. Remigh,
tion of his history of Massachusetts Bay, had this whole
Union, to tiro improvement ot _
The soldier who fights from principle, the
usurping legislative powers in all cases and
In thè account which the Major had pub been discovered among the papers of his
you could carry no measure -of common con elector who exercises the rightsof a freeman, lished of our doings at our celebration on the family, in London, and that his descendants own condition—of its rforal and political0
cern or expediency, without the concurrence determines for himself and acts without cal 4th inst.at Kittery, I could not find the fol had consented to its publication. A SUbscr’p- dition, by wise and Jberal institution*''I
of two thirds of both houses, which in party culation and fearless of consequences. He lowing dignified and trujy classical sentiment tion was raised in this County, for the purpose the cultivation of the understanding and i
times would amount to^zz absolute negative— knows full well, that a cause because it is which was read from the chair.—“ The Ad- of defraying the expenses of printing a work heart—by academies, schools and learned ?
It may be Jackson doctrine, that the Presi- strong, is do better on that account and he min i it ration list of Senators, for this district, so interesting to the inhabitants of New-Eng stitutes—by the pursuit and pahonaffi
iist the will of a majority of the will act right, if he be sure to be found in the One English poney ’and two American jack- land, and to the students of American histo learning and the arfs—of its
minority. And this soldier should expect, at as^es?’
e people, but it is not ours.
states
ry. A beautifully executed volume has been tion by associated l$xir to iniproyethe
tariff was an executive meas- least, an equal firmness- and fidelity in his of
It was received with much eclat, some say furnished, containing thp h’story of the ties, and to supply the deficiencies ein<f
ritd by executive infiuence is ficer—and the elector should be explicit with there was 3 cheers, some say 9, but I think Province, from the year 1750 to June, 1774, —to stem the torrent in its course ; to i ■
shadow of a foundation.—The the candidate andi know on which side he is there were as many as 15,1 cannot exactly embracing that period when the revolution the mountain with the plain ; to diSai
n the report of the Secretary of to be found before lie gives him his vote.. If remember every thing that was said and ary spirit was ripening for its explosion, and fetter the raging sirge of the ocean, v , .
y accorded perfectly with those the candidate Waits to know which side pre done but 1 know there was a great deal of presents the views of the adherents of the takings of which the language I nownL.
no exaggerated cLfscription,havebecom; r
oi the pc
2 of Maine.—All wished and ex- vails, before he declares himself, if he cow hurrahing—and all for Jackson.
king of that series of measures, which ended
pily familiar, njt only to the conceP J
ision of the tariff.—But the peo- ardly skulks until the contest is. over and
pected a
1 do not know whether the Major made in the acquisition of independence.
but to the enterprise of our ^)unK\st
p’e of M
: did not want this tariff, nor did then comes out with the party which ulti the above toast or not.
Worcester Ægis.
That for the tOmmencemept of wn
/Adams or Mr. Rush..—No—It mately prevails, if he acts the Bat. the vot
either A
K
ittery-toint.
are here asseribled, is eminent am« ?
was the friends of Gen. Jackson who imposed ers should clip bis toes and wings, and leave
n
.
B.
I
shall
give
you
a
further
account
of
the burdens complained of, upon Maine (the him powerless and unsupported.
An uncommonly large meeting at New- number. The project contemplates a
our
proceedings
and
tell
you
of
a
great
many
The
short
of
the
matter
is
this.
—
The
peovote prux es it) and our Senators and Rf preYork has passed resolutions in fat or of Hen quest over physical nature, such asw
sentatives weie not able to prevent it.—T hey 1 pie of Maine have an important object to ac- things that the Major has -omitted when I ry Eckford, Esq. and voted him a service of er yet been achieved by man. ine U
have
leisure,
tiers of the ancient world, the pyri!I
d some- excuse for their -defeat, but • complici, they have made up their minds.
plate.

I
Colossus of Rhodes, the Temple
“ All Hail! New Hampshire”—-This
■■ ,
Ephesus, the Mausoleum of Artemisia,
is a motto not (infrequently made use of by
7 ANl)Qb>he Wall of China, sink into insignificance
the partizans of Jackson.—-the following an
, J?15 made ¿il)e^ore
Insignificance in the mass and
SAWRùâY, JULY
18S8.
'momentum of human labor required for the
ecdote, from the New-Hampshire Republi
For cleansing, whitening and preserving the
an<1 Ohio "execution. Insignificance in the comparison
Teeth and Gums.
New Orleans.—We have been politely can. shows, with how much truth it is said
-11'
to be accomplished by the
NEWS
HE BRITISH ANTICEPTIC DEN
p'ersary 0( work, when executed.
furnished by Capt. Hatch, of the brig Hor that the Yeomanry of that state “ will go for
TIFRICE, which the present propri
c-irector^''J] It is therefore a pleasing contemplation to ace, which arrived at this port on Tuesday the Hero.”
etor wishes most particularly’ to recommend
s, 1h|iecoi'p0Ji hose sanguine and patriotic spirits who
CELEBRATION AT STRAFFORD.
last, with New-Orleans papers up to the 2d
to
the
attention of the public, is perfectly ex
The national jubilee was celebrated at
r°'vn and A]pj.ave so
looked with hope to the compleempt from all those acids which in general
KENNEBUNK. JUL Y 26.
II tilc United Mon
undertaking, that it unites the inst. They are chiefly occupied with polit Strafford on the 4th inst. An Address was
form the basis of tooth powders in com mon
f’h'nbt'i's J»oral power and resources—first of numer- ical matter. The election of Representa made by Isaac O. Barnes of Barnstead. The
ENTERED.
use, and which, although they may whiten
1 (,i Forei W.usindividuals; secondly of the corporate tives to Congress, Governor, &c. took place thing, whatever others may say to the con
July .21—sloop Mary, Perkins, Boston.
the teeth fora short time, most inevitably
ineat. and (JyUes of Washington, Georgetown, and Al
trary,
went
off
well,
“
yes,
very
well,
”
all
on the 7th inst. The editors friendly to the ad
Sehr. Industry, Long, Portland.
destroy the Enamel by their deleterious ac
things considered, though quite differently
' ‘in procehin (!fxandria; thirdly, of the greatandpower24,—brig Horace, Hatch, New-Orleans, tion on this beautiful covering of the teeth.
whaif ]Tl States of Pennsyl vania, Virginia, and . ministration appearto be confident of success. from what was intended. It had been said
T he consequence is that the Enamel which
and sung, that the discourse was to contain Ballast.
(i°Ltean) hot l arY^and ’ and lastly, by the subscription
brig Florida, Blaisdell, Bremen, in Ballast. is the shield provided by nature to protect
up the
at the recent session of Congress
nothing offensive to either political parties:
N
aval.—The U. S. ship Falmouth, Capt.
i the spongy^
and nervous
internal structure, is
ARRIVED.
(
--- --------------------------------------------"
prote^jJ 'K the whole Union.
arrived at Pensacola June 14,from A large number of citizens attended, under
July 2l,^.sloop Ploughboy, Walker; Bos- ( rapidly corroded by these acid ingredients,
for theeoaiiJ'i
an<l Fellow laborers—we are in- aMorgan,
the belief that the managers would not be so
cruise
of
82
days
on
the
coasts
of
Colum

become
more
discoloured
than
ever
and
ex

t, 1(‘ May0|. eiAorrne(J by the Holy Oracles of Truth, that
bia, Central America and Mexico. The F. fool hardy as to attempt deception;—but
poses the inner portion of the tooth to caries
Mercer p
Uie creation of man, male and female, the carried out Judge Rochester, minister to mark the end. A very respectable proces
cleared.
and a rapid and certain decay. By the use
v, the s[iaZ riWjta'd of the tlniverse, their maker, blessed
July 21,—brig Volant, Piper, Hayti.
Central America, and Mr. Mason, secreta sion was formed, (upwards of 200) and, at
of the British Anticeptic Dentifrice every
i the GeneistWieni. an^ sa*U unto them, be fruitful, and ry of legation for Mexico. The officers and tended by suitable music, marched to. the
MEMORANDA.
morning with a brush moderately hard arid
ude. ‘‘ '‘Mdnultiplv, and replenish the earth, and subplace appointed for the delivery of the preg
crew of the Falmouth are in good health.
New-Orleans, July 2—Cleared, ‘ship cold water the accumulation of Tartar will
nant
orator.
—
The
address
was
commenced,
pi >
Uo subdue the earth, was therefore,
The U. S. sloop Erie, Capt. Turner, was
'
s ADDi^ne of the first duties assigned to man at his left off Vera Cruz on the 5th June, all well when the indignant people were regaled Henry Take, Bliss, Boston ; brigs Marcellus, not only be prevented, but the teeth render
with the outpourings of a Jackson partizan, Payne, New-York; Marmion, Loudon, Liv ed beautifully and permanently white, and
There jif'i’saUou 5 and now in his fallen condition it on board.
ottim^ ivhici) JremrJns among the most excellent of his ocequalling, at least, the double-refined slang erpool ; schs. Elizabeth, Forsyth, Pensacola ; the gums restored to that freedom from sore
ness, that hardness and efflorescence which
. ITere ar{ Pupations. To subdue the earth is pre-emiwhang of the Concord Patriot. The conse Spy, Davis, New-Haven.
are the sure tests of their healthy state, and
Hayti -—The Haytien Chamber of Com quence was, that the musicians went off; and
’ ll,c4 surviviiw nently the purpose of the undertaking, tn the
Ar. at New-Orleans, 24th ult. barque Phi- the best guaranty of that natural flagrance of
t7isteiitjesaccomplishnjent of which the first stroke of merce was opened on the 10th 'June, by thus destroyed the harmony of the party ;— letus, Morrill, of Saco, from Antwerp.
the breath which can never be expected in
history thyjjhe spade is now to be struck.—That it is to President Boyer, who delivered an address the greater part of the taken-in audience
Passed in the river Mississippi, 3d inst. brig connexion with foul teeth, and scorbutic, un
;sot nsg|oiyO|e struck by this hand 1 invite you to witness on the occasion : it appears that after 1830, took themselves off, and thus left the orator Union, of this port, bound up.
healthy gums, f Price 50 cents a Box.)
',)C‘ Atsocliju*—[Here the stroke
the spade*]—and in the commerce of all nations with Hayti will in almost pitiable privacy. An attempt was - At Guyama, P. R. 8th inst. brig William,
%*Prepared from the original Recipe in
made to re-form the procession to repair to Emery, of and for this port, in 7 days.
lch a monuQieni performing; Uiis act I call upon you all to join be on a footing of equality.
MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by his
the dinner table, and succeeded marvellous
tie in fervent supplication to Him from
In Hampton Roads, 14th inst. brig Syren, immediate successor and the sole proprietor
•'vs t!iepresj(| ivhom that primitive injunction came, that
Fatal Rencontre.—The Little Rock, ly :—26 joined by request of the marshal, and Fei nald, of Saco, from City Point, fur Ant T. KIDDER, and sold wholesale by him at
stood DUirhiij)
woulcl follow with his blessing, this joint Arkansas Gazette states that a rencontre s’atout, “melancholy, sad and siow;”-*-one werp.
his Counting Room over No. 70, Court-street,
"effort of our great community, to perform his took place in the store of Messrs. Wilson 8c deserted on the march ; and 25 reached the
head of Hanover-street, near Concert Hall,
*ENT •’Onatai'vTll in the subjugation of the earth for the Stuart, directly after the execution of house of mourning, and sat down to a dinner
Boston, and retailed by his special appoint
Sections, bjpJTcprovement of the condition of man. That Strickland, between Gen. Edmund Hogan prepared for 200!
ment, (together with all the valuable medi
These particulars were obtained from a
t hmiibi'y trBs!Ae would make it one of his chosen instru- and Andrew Scott, Esq. late Judge of the
cines as prepared by the late Dr. Conway,) by
(£ropposite tHe ha y scales.
1
foe manyTer the preservation, prosperity and Superior Court of that territory. They had gentleman who was an eye and ear witness of
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk, and
AS
made
some
respectable
additions
to
the
proceedings.
been
competitors
for
a
seat
in
the
Legisla

. on uswith i(1i?erPe.tulty
our Union. '1 hat he would
his Stock, and now offers for sale,
JAMES D. DOWNING,
"sence ofthe|3ave ^is holy keeping all the workmen tive Council last August, and the conversa
•foed
whose labors it is to be completed. That tion which was at first good humored, turned
VV. I. and N. E. Rum ;
The ‘ democratic republican’ Convention
Kennebunk-Port.
ft Cognac and Am. Brandy ;
1 a spot where
^ves and their health may be precious upon the events of that canvass, which pro at East Machias have nominated Gen. Bal■FZ’None genuine unless signed T. Kid
sgo, the
his sight ; ai)U that they may live to see duced a few warm words between them. kam for the Senate, and Mr. Hathaway for
a Holland and Am. Gin ;
der, on the outside printed wrapper.
;ies; at the
wor^ of their hands contribute to the Gen. Hogan asserted something, which was Congress—-both Jackson men. All this pal
sS. Madeira, Port, Lisbon and
the
.Comforts and enjoyments of millions of their denied by Judge Scott, on which H. repeat try and hypocritical cant about democratic
Malaga Wines;
dhief JlanstfL |'ountr-vmened the assertion, and remarked that he republicanism will not, we trust, gain many Cherry ; Cordials ; Teas; Coffee ;
icon earth
Friendsand brethren, permit me further could prove it. Judge S. replied, in sub friends for those who practice it. It caii only Molasses; Chocolate; Cocoa Shells;
HEREAS Elizabeth my wife has
t was ever car C|‘° sa^’’ that ^te,n the duty now performed stance, that the assertion was untrue, that it produce disgust and contempt in thé minds Ginger ; Spice ; Pepper ; Cloves ;
refused to move from Sanford with
»’«nientofi’uH^V^6 reqoest of the President and Directors could not be proved, and that any person of intelligent, honest and liberal republicans. Nutmegs; Cinnamon ;
me to my farm in Shapleigh ;—This is to
who
made
it
was
a
L
iar
!
'Phis
reply
was
te occupation of- ‘
Chesapeake and Ohio Canal Compa
But it is only by stratagem that Jackson can Loaf and Brown Sugar ; Raisins ; Salt;
forbid ail persons trusting heron my account
use to which it'-nT’ an^ t-,?c Corporations of the District of followed by a blow from H. with his fist didates can be elected to Congress from this Salaeratus; Cayenne ; Snuff; Tobacco *.
as I shall pay no debts of her contracting af
hepreci]|, ‘ '’Columbia, as one of the most fortunate inci- which felled S. to the floor, who, in rising, State, or that a Legislature can be obtained Cigars ; Logwood ; Redwood ; Copperas ; ter this date.
'oved asHuiPti! FiUs of n,y Ufe* 1’houSh not among the drew the spear from his cane and gave H. which will vote for TWO* Jackson senators Alum ; Otter ; Indigo ; Starch ; Sulpher ;
HENRY STEVENS.
led arts of rFnct,oni’ my official station, 1 esteem it as four stabs in the breast and sides, 3 of which in Congress, and a Jackson Council. The Brimstone ; Chalk ; Rosin ; Pipes ;
Shapleigh, July 15, 1828.
ration
privilege conferred upon me by my fellow- were mortal. Hogan walked to the door, chief managers do not leave these things to Powder, Shot and Flints ; Nails ;
inces withd ’;*ltlzens
^str*ct' Calledin theper- commenced vomiting blood, and wxs a chance. They have their men pickeJnut in Window Glass ; Salt Petre ; Candles ;
'ostitution u &n’1ance of my service heretofore as one of corpse in less than ten minutes. Gen. Ho a large majority of the towns, or soon will Cotton ; Bar and Shaving Soap, See.
j t0
the Representatives of my native common- gan was a very large man, weighing consid have, and means have been, or will be, taken
ILL be sold at Public Auction, on
(tFHARD WARE.Xii
' it beet)6°ve"weaRh intheSenate,&nowasamemberofthe erably upwards of 200 lbs. with strength in Ao push these men forward, and get them eThursday the 7th day of August
Locks
;
Thimbles
;
Needles
;
Buttons
;
I >n*peiuExecativ,e
°C the Government, proportion to his size ; while Judge Scott is lexted. Most of them will pass for adminis
next, the Stock in trade of the Subscriber.
¡on i r '“‘htjny abode has been among the inhabit- a small man, rather below the middling tration men, or pretend indifference about Pins ; Knives ; Inkstands ; Scissors ;
The goods will be sold at cost until that
...,’• > .ants of the District longer than at any other stature. Gen. Hogan was a native of Geor the Ihesidential contest ; but if the people Razors and Straps ;
day.
Shaving
Boxes
and
Brushes
;
Hones;
•
^.Ks“'«spot upon earth. In availing myself of this gia.
Being about closing his business, he re
send them to Portland, the old game will be
c
PrayeiWccasion to return to them my thanks for the
played over again, and the cunning ones will Shoe Maker’s'fools; l ea 8c Table Spoons ; quests all those with whom he has unsettled
g, without wnumberless acts of kindness that I have exaccounts to call and settle them.
A man jumped from the Passaic Falls at not only laugh in their sleeves at the easy Looking (»lasses; Scales and Dividers;
S. /.i
“‘perienced at their hands, may I be allowed Patterson, N. J. on the 4th of July, for the credulity of the pyople, but the Argus will Snuff and Tobacco Boxes ; Gimlets;
BENJAMIN BOURNE.
“«to asi-ign it as a motive operating upon the third time.—The height from which he boast of a Jackson majority' in less than a Augers ; Shovels and Tongs ;
Kennebunk-port, July 19, 1828.
Cotton,
Cattle
and
Wool
Cards
;
h
heart, and superadded by my official obliga- jumped was about 90 feet from the water. fortnight after the September election.
nau ended,the ?i^jons, for taking a deep interest in their wel- The first time he jumped privately ; the
Every friend of good order, good govern Liquor Faucets ; Files ; Rasps ; Lamps ;
es, to whom Gs!far(; an£y prosperity. Among the prospects second time, about a year since, he gave no ment, and honest politics, must see the ne Candle-sticks ;
ie spade, steppei^f futurity which we may indulge the ration tice of it, and was confined by the authori cessity of counteracting these intrigues, it Cloth, shoe, hearth, floor 8c paint Brushes ;
QUANTITY of first quality Shingles,
nation of mannerfa| hope of seeing realized by this junction of ties at Patterson, but made out to reach the can only be done by electing men to the Le Lead and slate Pencils ; Slates; Saws;
just received and for sale by
ihowed that bis »¿¡^tant waters, that of the auspicious influ- place, arid jump off before the crowd had gislature who never shew two faces under Awl Hafts; Brads ; Tacks ; Butts ; Screws ;
O'OS. G. 2BOOOT.
, addressed tbts€nce which it will exercise over the fortunes dispersed ; the third time no restraint was one hat ; who are open and decided, and Hinges ; Brass Knobs ; Escutcheons ;
July 19.____________________ ________ __
1S>
of every portion of the District, is one upon put upon him. He returned safe to the who are incapable of any decejrition. For Bed Caps ; Brass Nails; Bellows ;
JT Adams’Admewhich my mind dwells with unqualified shore, which was covered by a great con this purpose meetings should be had in all Block tin Tea Pots ; Door Latches ;
Ci'iizer pleasure. It is my earnest prayer that they course of people.
C
He says he “merely the towns
M. WARRANTED first quality
full'century samay not be disappointed.
wants to show that Some things can be done a candidate for town representative selected Compasses and Squares ; Jews Harps ;
laying Shingles,
who has no dough in his face, and who is Beads ; Flat or Sad Irons ; Wheel Boxes ;
j turnin’ twfc
was observed that the first step towards as well as others.”
Gloves;
Shoes;
Combs;
Umbrellas;
A few M.do. Clapboards—for Sale bv
now inhabit
accomplishment of the glorious destinies
notin pressing want of an appointment.
Toys
;
Carpenter
’
s
Tools
;
Spectacles
;
PALMER & MILLER.
few lines ofour COURt’'y was the Declaration of IndeKen. Jour.
GEORGETOWN, (OHIO.,) JUNE 24.
July 19.
'nemorabie pmPen^ence-—*Rat J^e second was the union
*Gen Chandler’s term of Office expires on Traps ; Spurs, &c.
CHIL D R EN AND MUR D E R.
,
‘ . . Jof these States under our Federative GovernForeign and Domestic Piece GOODS and
xest empire »tnent. The third is irrevocably fixed by the
It is said that, on Sunday, the 15th inst. an the 4th day of March next—and Gov. Parris,
Trimmings.
diich, to those cU act 'upon the commencement of which we illegitimate male child was murdered by its will vacate his seat, having accepted the ap Brown Earthen, Iron,'Crockery, Glass, Tin
ist by Dimfe are now engaged. What time moe e suitable mother, a MissRolston, and some others, on pointment of Judge of the Supreme Judicial
FBI AKEN on Execution, and to
and Wooden WARE, &c.
York, ss. J|r
be soyd at pUBLiC Auc
uitains not o)!p, for this operation could have been selected Whiteoak creek, perhaps four or five"miles Court—On our next Legislature therefore
Kennebunk, July 25, 1828.
solemn injuitt, than the anniversary of our great National from this place.—We have a communication will devolve the choice of two Senators to
tion, on Monday, the twenty-eighth day of
p,
I had almost forgotten that I have July next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, at
energies, and ip Festival ? what place more appropriate from before us giving the names and particulars
some debts owed me.
ts fulfilment i whence to proceed than that which bears the but it is too painful to harrow the feelings of the Congress of the United States.
the house of the subscriber in Alfred—All
ceto what par name of the citizen warrior who led our ar- respectable connexions, we therefore cannot
the right, title and interest which'Simeon
y proclaimed!^ mies in that eventful contest to the field, and publish it. It seems unfair to forestal public
Chadbourn, jun. of Shapleigh, in said coun
npireoftimeTh who first presided as the Chief Magistrate opinion. Four of the supposed murderers
ty, has to redeem the following described re
TO CORRESPONDENTS.
on the tn^li of our Union.—You knowAhat of this very (one man and three females') aiders, or abet
al estate, situate in Lyman, in said county, it
The
author
“
of
Franklin
”
will
observe
7ir Aris tata’ undertaking he was one of'the first project- tors, are confined in the gaol at this place
being the homestead farm of Simeon Chad
that
the
subject
of
his
communication,
defer

awaiting
their
trial
at
a
court
to
be
held
on
e arts—thefirf ors ; and if, in the world of Spirits, the affecor Whitwell's original Opodeldoc bourn, sen. and on which he now lives, and
he oldworlW tions of our mortal existence still retaintheir Thursday next.
red last week, is ably treated by another lOOR Bruises, Sprains, Rheumatism, which was conveyed to said Simeon Chad
Report
also
says,
that,
on
Thursday
night,
•¡an, the Pe®i sway, may we not without presumption imwriter in this days’ paper. Consequently, it Jl
Cramp, Numbness. Stiffness of the bourn, jun. by deeds duly recorded. Also-,
aginc that he looks down
with complacency the 19th inst. a beautiful male child, perhaps
n empires,
jone other tract of land, situate in Waterbor
Neck or Limbs, Chilblains, Chapped Hands, ough, in said county, containing thirty-six
will
be
needless
to
insert
his.
—
His
commu

four
or
five
weeks
old,
and
well
dressed,
was
and
delight
upon
the
scene
before
and
ardund
ons of man ovw.
Stings of Insects, Vegetable Poisons, or any acres, more or less, lying on both sides of the
left
?t
the
door
of
Capt.
Archibald
F.
Knight
nication
of
this
week
was
received
in
due
us
?
s great mind, ®
But while indulging in a sentiment of joy near Ripley. As Capt. Knight happens to season, but we have not had an opportunity of externa! iujurv. Recommended by one of road leading from Alfred to Buxton, bound
:iturity,foretokb
the first Physicians in the United States,
if lea rning and ti ous exultation, at the benefits to be derived be a liberal gentleman, of easy circumstan attending to the suggestions made to us, in whose certificate as well as those of numer ed by land of John Conant, Job Roberts and
The above described tracts are under
n over hin®|i from this labor of our friends and neighbors, ces, blessed with every thing to render him
ous respectable individuals, accompany each others.
the encumbrance of a mortgage to Thomas
acquired byth$ let us not forget that the. spirit of Internal comfortable and happy, except children, the a note attached to it.
bottle.
Jewett, of South-Berwick, recorded on the
“ Many” attacks too many respectable and
? toils of indu? Improvement is catholic and liberal. We unfortunate lady probably calculated on a
CAUTION.
101st page of the 119th book of York County
worthy men.—It is inadmissable.
ears of the wif hope and believe that its practical advantag comfortable home for her unfortuate child.
It
is
greatly
to
be
deplored,
that
as
soon
as
records. Also, all his right, title and interest
rented inthebli es will be extended to every individual in
“
Limerick,
”
cannot
expect
us
to
insert
a
any
important
improvement
or
discovery
is
in & to one fifth part of certain real estate situ
Eastern Boundary Line.—The report
[, not id discord» our Union. In praying for the blessing of
communication,
nominating
candidates
for
made
in
Medicine,
the
community
must
be
ate
in Shapleigh and Newfield, in said county,
the only sp$$ Heaven on our task, we ask it with equal zeal is repeated, that Sir Howard Douglas, Lt.
cheated, and the inventor, in a degree, de
¡ire, and the and sincerity upon every other similar work Gov. of New-Brunswick, has been named as important public offices, without a responsi prived of his just reward, by a host of servile consisting of farming and timber lands, with
dwelling house, Store, Saw-mill, and Grist
;mentofthec< in this confederation ; and particularly upon the British Agent to the Emperor of Russia, ble name.
imitators, (instigated.by envy and self inter mill and other buildings thereon, containing
be termed» that which on this same day, and perhaps at on the Boundary Question. Judge Preble,
est) imposing their spurious compounds on in the whole, by estimation, about one thous
est, in which f this vet'y hour, is commencing from a neigh the United States Agent, is now in Newthè public, as a substitute for the genuine and acres, and it comprehends the Allen
boring city. It is one of the happiest char
These, gentlemen may take
HYBIS^AIa.
an.
, acteristics in the principle of Internal Im Brunswick.
article, thereby tending to bring such im Farm, the Bach elder Gore, the Shaker Lot,
time to make themselves thoroughly acquaint
>lishmenfh tf!
provements into disrepute, and even utter the Newburyport Bank Lot, the Laighton
provement,
that
the
success
of
one
great
ed
with
all
the
points
in
controversy
before
ry step will*
contempt. Such instances are so numerous, Lot, and the property usually known and dis
enterprize,
instead
of
counteracting,
gives
as

they
embark
for
Europe,
as
the
Emperor
|f-governn©i^
that it is judged by many that all deviations tinguished as belonging to the Balch Mill
sistance to the execution of another—May will be too busy, during the summer, in at
forth A®4: they
from the common course are unimportant, owners. Also, all his interest in the real es
increase and multiply, till, in the sub tending to Turkish affairs, to give due atten
)edarati(®®M lime language of inspiration, every valley
unless followed by a train of imitators, coun tate at a place called Scratch Corner, in
tion to those of his British and American
leement W shall be exalted, and every mountain and hill
terfeiters, & impostors. Therefore be sure Waterborough, and recently occupied by
friends.
i was thf*f shall be made low^-the crooked straight,
that you receive Whitwell’s Opodeldoc, or John Chadbourn, now by D. Roberts, Esq.
you may be most wretchedly imposed upon- and is under the encumbrance of a mortgage
M YSTERIOUS DISPENS ATI ON.
more anluousb the rough places plain. ’Phus shall the pre
Price 374 cents.
to Thomas Jewett, of South Berwick and re
diction of the Bishop of Cloyne be converted
On
Sunday
last
a
number
of
persons,
who
^VOLATILE AROMATIC SNUFF
eperati®a' from prophecy into history, and in the vir
MARRIED—In Chester, Hon. Samuel -—For many vears celebrated in cases of ca corded on 222d page of 126th book of York
t GODSt^ti® i tues and fortunes of our posterity the last had come from the eastern side of Long
County records.
Reach, to attend divine service at Oak Point, Bell, Senator in Congress, to Miss Lucy tarrh, head ache, dizziness, dimness of eye
BENJA. J. HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
shall prove the noblest Empire of Time.”
after the service was ended were about to -Smith, late of Amherst.
sight, drowsiness, lowness of spirits, hypo), mo’4 »I*;;
Alfred, June 19, 1828.
In Chawba, Indiana, Capt. John Smith, condria, nervous weakness, 8cc.—it is most
return
to
their
homes
in
several
boats.
The
The
ceremonies
of
the
day
having
been
ie others "
concluded, the company re-embarked on first boat which started contained twelve aged 80, to Widow Susan Rich, aged 17 !
fragrant and grateful to the smell, being
ens, nil!'
board the boats and returned to the city. A persons; a sail was hoisted, the ebb tide ran
mostly composed of roots and aromatic herb •.
„try
it is absolutely necessary for all those who xr
jraiAKEN on Execution, and
t is A *- collation was served on board the Surprize strongly down near the point, and a fresh
OBITUARY
breeze raised a heavy sea. 1 oo
sojd at Public Auc
watch with or visit the sick. Price 50 cents York, ss. g
moral * '' at which President Adams being called on southerly
great
a
proportion
of
the
people
were
in
the
and 25 cents.
.totte*®? for a toast gave—
tion, on Monday, the twenty-eighth day of
bow
of
the
boat,
and
when
she
came
in
the
77ie Chesapieake and Ohio Canal —Perse
Tz"WHITWELL’S BITTERS—A most July next, at two o’clock in the afternoon, in
tide way, not more than twenty rods from
efficacious and wonderful cordial medicine, front of the Post Office in South Berwick,—
verance,
the shore, she dipped some water over the
for dyspepsia, jaundice, sickness of the stom- All the right in equity which John Hearl,
I ach, flatulence, want of appetite, &c. They of South Berwick, in said County, has to re
♦Attending this action was an incident bow, and broached to. While one of the
■. give a tone to the solids, enrich the blood and deem the farm (with the buildings thereon)
which produced a greater sensation than any persons (Mr. Crawford) was reaching for the
invigorate the whole system. No tavern on which he now’ lives, situated in said Southother that occurred during the day. The bailing dish, to throw out the water which
should be without them. Price 12£ cents a Berwick, and bounded as follows, vis : North
spade which the President held struck a root, had been taken in, she shipped two other
erly by Daniel and Samuel Page’s land ;
which prevented its penetrating the earth. seas over the bow, the last of which com
For Sale by S. L. OSBORN, Kennebunk, easterly by Wells line, southerly by land of
DIED—In this town, on the 18th inst. Mr.
Not deterred by trifling obstacles from doing pletely filled her; and being heavily ballast
agent for selfing the same.
John Allen, Simeon Brock and Benjamin
what he had deliberately, resolved to per ed with stone she immediately sunk ; and, Joel Larrabee, aged 83 years.
Hasty, and Westerly by land belonging to
In Hanover, N. H. Hon. James Pool, Sen f July 26.
form, Mr. Adams tried it again, with no bet most painful to relate, ten persons out of
twelve,
who
were
or.
board,
went
down
with
Jacob Stevens, William Brown, Andrew
ator for the 11th District, of apoplexy.
ter success. Thus foiled, he threw down the
her, and were drowned.
In Boston, Gilbert Stuart, Esq. aged 75, a Cambridge Selection of Hymns^ Austin and William Joy, containing one
-ts spade, hastily stripped off, arid laid aside his
coat, and went seriously to work. The mul
historical and portrait painter of great celeb >TSED at the Rev. Mr. Wells’ Meeting Hundred and sixty acres more or less, the
titude around, and on the hills and trees, who
The Johnstown (N. Y.) Republican, of ritytU House, are now sold at J. K. Remich’s same being under the encumbrance of a
«
could not hear on account of their distance Wednesday, says, “ It is reported that two
in Conway, 4th inst. Mrs. Mary, wife of Bookstore at the cost in Boston. After those Mortgage Deed.
Conditions to be made known at the time
from the open space, but could see and un valuable stage horses, belonging to Mr. Wil Hon. Richard Odell, aged 54, after a distress now on hand are disposed of, the Bookseller
and
place
of
Sale.
derstand, observing this action, raised aloud cox, of Forda’s Bush “ melted down” and ing illness and confinement of three years, will deem it no more than “just and proper”
RICHARD SHAPLEIGH,
Sheriff,
al"**'“»» and unanimous cheering, which continued died on the road between this place and Sar which she bore with fortitude and resigna to charge a trifle for commission.
1 Berwick, June 25th, 1828.
tion to the will of divine providence.
Kennebunk, July 26, 182&
ieved ’if* for some time after Mr. Adams had master atoga.
ed the difficulty.
,t wo*
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® ay minutes before they were sufficiently com
posed to resume the sober exercises of the
Remaining in the Post Office at Kenne
~ day.
,
. Hancock Adv.
bunk, Maine, July 1st, 1828.
One moonlight night,as Jack was leading
<>AS JUST RECEIVED, and offers for
A. B, C.
his father heme from the tavern, where his
sale, Cheat for Cash or Country
ISS NELLY BURNHAM, Isaac Burn
potations had been too deep and strong for
ham—Mrs. Pandora Chadbourn, Produce.
his head, the old tipler raised his foot to step
White and black Bobbinett Lace, 4-4 & (5-4 ;
Charles Couilard, Mrs. Martha Ann Cousewer the shadow of the sign post.-—“ What ens.
Swiss Muslins ; Footings ; Linneo Braids ;
—what is that?” quoth the old man.
Linnen Twist;
37 1-2
“ Nothing but the sign,” replied the dutiful
No. 200 Cotton Balls and Lace Thread ;
William
Durrell,
Dolly
Downing,
Asa
HEATON’S noted ITOi 01Nt
son. “ Sign—sign of what,” demanded the
Clark
’
s
superior
Spool
Floss
;
MENT, which has stood th ?'
votary of Bacchus. “ Why, a sign that you M. Burrell, Asa Durrell—Joshua Eaton, 2, Rahyard’s Spool Cotton ;
Capt. Joshua Emery—Hilliard Fogg, Capt.
are drunk, father,” replied Jack.
against
all other ointment, the iA j
Hemming
’
s
Needles;
Ransom Frisbie, Oliver Freeman, Timothy
THE EXILE AT REST.
I
Blue Cassimeres and Broadcloths ; mixed do. which has been, reduced from so
• Frost.
cents.
Mji
' BY THETtEV. JOHN PIERPONT.
American, English, and India Nankins;
Reasons for Emigrating.—A Scotch gen
OPí
J., ALSO...
Calicoes; Ginghams;
tieman, in the warmth of national venera
His falchion flashed along the Nile ;
Miss
Martha
Goodwin,
2,
George
Good

Colored and white Cambricks ; Linens ;
tion, was praising Scotland for the cheapness
His hosts he led through Alpine snows ; _
Dr. DavenporPs
win—David Hall, James Hardin.
Lawns ; Linen Cambricks ;
O’er Moscow’s towers, that blazed the while of provisions ; a salmon might be bought for
K.
L.
M.
For the time these Pills have beer ff
Muslins ; (Clioppas;)
saxpence, and a dozen mackerel for twat
His eagle flag unrolled— arid froze.
Kennebunk Gazette Printer, Luther W. Black silk and Bandana Hdkfs ; Cravats ;
to the public, the sale ofthern Las-eCc [
pence—“ And pi'ày sir,” asked one .of the
the most sanguine expectatioss of
L
He're'sleeps he now, alone
not one
listeners, how “ carne you to leave so cheap Kimball—John Low, Esq. 2, George & T. Ladies’ white cotton Hose ; Tapes ;
prietor, which may be fairly considerI a No’
Of all the kings whose crowns he gave,
a country ?” “In gude truth, mon,” replied Lord, Anthony Littlefield, Noah Littlefield, Black blue, buff and white Sewing Silks ;
Bends o’er his dost;—nor wife nor soil
the Scotchman,” altho’ fish is plentiful Mrs. Catharine Littlefield, Miss Nancy Lit Twist; Pins; Quality Bindings; Battistes; acknowledgement of their m an v virtues^ we baV
They are very justly esteemed f0A present
Has ever seen or sought his grave.
enough, the saxpences and twapences are tlefield, Aaron Littlefield—James Mitchel, White and blacksilk Gloves ;
Hugh McCulloch, Esq. 2, Hugh 8c Adam Blue, buff, and pink satin Ribands ;
I unco scarce.”
mild and safe operation as a cathartici J their n
Behind this sea-girt rockj the star
McCulloch, Hugh McCulloch 8c Co., Joseph Fancy silk Hdkfs.; Black Hastings ;
cases where one is necessary— Th<• v8' they k
That led him on from crown to crown
safe, and sovereign remedy in aft billiV't erreat't
A glazier in Glasgow, Scotland, was ex Moody, Esq. Samuel Merrill, Jacob Merrill, Divnoties ; Rouen Cassimeres ;
Has sunk ;—and nations from afar
Thomas
Manuell,
Eben
ez
er
Mitchell.
French Drills ; Brow \ Cambricks;
amined recently on a charge of having em
vers, pains in the bead, stomach and bowi ’ an orga
Gazed as it faded and went down.
indigestion, loss of appetite, dizziness. w| I powere
Wire Taste ; Cap Ribands ; Colonge ;
ployed two small boys, to break glassfor him,
- N. O. P.
at a penny a pane. He was remanded for
Mrs. Mehitable Nason, Mrs. Hannah Par Feather and papei Fans ; Rattan ; 1 hiead , and billions cholic-—they are Hkewjse’aiI‘6oas,h
High is his couch ;—the ocean flood
further enquiry, although he stoutly denied ker, The principal Paper Maker in York Buttons; Cotton Umbrellas; Parasols;
tidote against infectious diseasi s,
«ering
Far, far below, by storm is curled ;
Valencia Vestings; Black Levantines;
the charge, since it appeared that he h.ad set County.
obstructions of every kind by dissolvinm partyJ
As roundrifim heaved, while high he stood,
Black
Ribands
;
Duck
;
discharging
the
morbid
matter,
helping
J
a great deal of glass broken in this way.
of the a
Q, R. S.
A stormy and unstable world.
gestion, restoring a lost appetite-« A,' as of th
Miss Ruth Robinson—Capt. William Smith, Canton and Nankin Crapes ; I adding ;
lief
for
costive
habits.
They
are
soA'i
Pressed
Crapes
;
.
portent’
Royal
Ferdinand VII of Master of brig Byron, Cornelius Smith.
Alone he sleeps ! the mountain cloud,
Gentlemen 8c ladies’ real horse skm Gioves, modatedto all seasons and hours,that tl ityin !
That night hangs round him, and the breath Spain is famous for his embroidery of petti
T. U. V. W.
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’
Crayons
and
Drawing
Pencils
;
maybe
taken
in
summer
qAviihtcr'ati
.
reader’
coats. The present Emperor of Austria is
Of morning scatters, is the shroud
James Tuttle, William Tucker, Titcomb
time of the day, without regar to M ways
said to make the best sealing-wax in Europe. St Smith—William W. Wise, Nahum Went Indelible Ink ;
That wraps the conqueror’s clay in death.
He' examines with care, tire seal of every worth, Nathan Whitten, John Whitiker& Gamboge, Bellow Qker, anti Prussian , hindrance of business. Their operation^ "confide
Blue My the cake ;
.
Pause here!—the far off world at last
gentle and effectual, that by expe^enceti ■iogpai
letter brought him, and is delighted when Co., John Wesson.
Partridge’s Preservative, for chaises, are found to excel any other phykic
Breathes free;—-Rie hand that shook its he can say. as he generally does, “ my own
they w
B. PALMER, P. M.
rec

harness and shoes, a new and highly
thrones,
ger of
fore offered to the public.
"
wax is better than that!” It is a pity that
And to the earth its mitres cast,
ommended article.
the employment of kings was not always as
The genuine are covered with a cki ger of
Lies powerless now beneath these stones.
innocent.
plate, with the design of the Good Sama L civil ci
Domestics.
LARGE assortment of School Books,
i one int
tan, andthe agents name thereon.
No. 7Ao 16 ;
Hark ! comes there, from the pyramids,
comprising almost every kind made Yarns
ous ; 1
—ALSO—
And from Siberian wastes of snow,
! jskno’
use of in the Academies and Schools in York Knitting Cottons No. 17, 20 and;
Cotton Batting-; Bed'1 icks ;
And Europe’s hills, a voice that bids
County.
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Wheaton's Jaundice Bitten trary
Check, Plaid and striped Ginghams ;
Remaining in the Post Office at Kenne
The world he awed to mourn him ? No.
and to
■ A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
Shirtings and Sheetings, bleached and ua37 1-2
.thing
bunk-Port, July Isi, 1828.
The cd the perpetual dirge
Davenport's Celebrated Eye Watu. ’ notion
A. B. C. D.
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;
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’
morocco
walking
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;
ard here, is the sea-bird’s cry—
Just received and for sale by
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Do. Strapped do.; Heeled Prunella do. ;
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A fresh supply of the above is kept inKr ing vi
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;
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;
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—
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turn p
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—
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Gun
Powder
;
Theodore
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Hodgkins,
James
the G
plied on the most liberal terms.
The American Ladies.—The two Miss
O. Hvson, Y. Hyson,
gists in Portland and Boston, tndby somt tion, r
July 5,1828.
Catons, who were as early as 1809 the reign- ’ E? Hough, Mrs, Lydia Harvy, care of John
H. Skin. & Souchong, 5
persons
in
the
principal
townsfromMaisWhite,
Mrs.
Mary
C.
Huff,
Mrs.
Lydia
the p<
g belles in Baltimore and Washington,
to Georgia.
Loai, White, Ha- IsWABS
fidenc
w ere the grandda ughters of Charles Car- Hellard.
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vana and Brown _>
7
eow h tucky
J. K. L. M.
TC I! ofCa rr nil ton, one of the worthiest signRice; Cassia; Allspice; Mace ; Nutmegs ;
have
Lemuel Miller, Silas Moody, Mrs. Debo
ei « of the Deel ar ation of American IndeLL persons having unsettled accounts Cloves; Old Whiskey;
of thi
, One of them was married to Mr. rah Miller, Miss Mary Merrill.
P<
w»th the Subscriber are requested to Hciland and Am. Gin ; St. Croix Rum ;
prese
obert P atterson, a merchant of Baltimore,
O. P. Q. R.
call and settle the same immediately—if N.
all E. do.; Indigo; Tobacco; Copperas;
but t
rd thev went to I"rance and England. Mr.
Joseph Perkins 3d—James Ricker.
persons have not the means to pay immedi Scythes; Glass; Snaiths; Rakes; Cigars;
blood
F àttersòn died, It aving his widow a handately, all have the means to settle their ac Figs ; Pipes ; Cotton ; Maccaboy Snuff;
S. T. U. V. W.
HIS inveterate disease which has so hj we si
seme fort uno. Tv -o or three years ago she
Samuel Smith 3d, Miss Sally Smith, Miss counts, and consequently no excuse will. be Sweet Oil; Clear Pork ; Starch ; Brandy
baffled
the
art
of
the
most
experie«
favor
w as mar ¡'led to-t' re Marquis of M’ellesley, Mary Spencer, Miss Clariàsa Seavy 2, Mrs. taken for non Compliance with this reppest.
Physicians, has at length found a severe
Sperm Oil; Candles ;
; by’^ fi:
ant oflreland. Her sister Priscilla Sutton—James Waterhouse.
t’r en Loti
SETH HATCH.
remedy in
4d, 6d, 8d, 10d, & 20d Nails; Cayenne ;
lóus 1
w as first .ip&rried. to Col. Hervey, Aid-de
J. D. DOWNING, P. M.
Wells, July 2d, 1828.
Allum ; Soap; Ginger ; Brooms;
DR, LA GRANGES GENUm ande
C amp to Lord W< dlington, who had distin-.
a lit
Slates ; Quills; Slide Rules;
SU fished b imself an d lost an arm at the battle
vötio
Brass Dividers ; Patent Saw Setts ;
Water foo. DA fe w week#- ago Lady HerFEW CUTANEOUS diseases are® —in
v<?y was ; carried tc the Marquis of CafmarHE subscriber has made a new arrange Stock Locks; Sheep Shears ; Coffee Miljs;
:st SOU of the Duke of Leeds. 1’he
with more reluctance by the Physician,^- on t
ten,
ment in his business—and finds it ne Shaving Boxes ; Cloth Brushes ;
is u
none in which he is so universally
Shoe Brushes; Head do.;
A farqu?s was bon on- the 21st May, 1798.
cessary to pay his djebts. Fie therefore calls
lishn
/zzZ.
eldest so n and “ heir apparent,” as
H
upon all indebted to him to make immediate Cotton, wool and cattle Cards ; Razors ;
tl"le Fm-t sh PRtjcr style him,, to* the title of
This Ointment has stood the test ohip. of th
payment.—His notes and accounts will with Single and double bladed penknives ;
thm Duke of Lead s'. * Thus, fortune, in her
rience and justly obtainedan unparalleled«- Govi
out distinction, be put in the hands of Joskph Shoe Hammers ; Scissors ; Chest Locks;
fr < aks, ht is raised t o two of the most distinlebrity. It immediately remove&tbe seals, eign
Dane, Esq. to collect if not paid before the Table Hinges ; Horse Rasps ; Files ;
tion
8sfished i ruble fam' lies in the British empire
15th of August next. All persons having any Latches ; Garden Rakes ; Butts and Screws ; gives a healthy action to the vessels of tli and
St StCl *s, the damghters of an American
skiir,
and
its
original
colour
and
smoothness,
Patent
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;
Razor
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;
demands Against the subscriber are desired
re ’publica n, and th e direct descendants of the
AS on hand for sale a large assortment to present them for immediate payment.
Numerous recommendations mightbeob- cess
Knives and Forks ; Carvers ;
©i fly surv iviag signrer of the Declaration of
tained of its superior efficacy, but thtM noth
Plated Squares ; Bittons ; Curry Combs ;
of
BARNABAS PALMER.
me ri car jIndepcn deuce-.
prietor chose that a fair thial shwldt’ er tl
Paint Brushes ; Tea ;
July 5.
Richmond Compiler.
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of the first quality, and latest fashions, which
Bottle ink ; Brads ; Glue ; Bonnet Paper ;
weeks cured cases of fifteen and twenlyy® Gen
he wilksell as low as can be bought in Bos
standing, that have resisted the powerob rece
Wallets ; Pod Augurs ; Trout Hooks;
RESPESTABILITY.
we I
Common and Cast Steel plane Irons ;
ery other remedy that could be devised.
JAMES K. REMICH
The prevailing opinion among many of the ton, at wholesale or retail.
It not only at once gives immediatereM tate
Cupboard Locks.
young men of the present age, that the fop
WANTED—-1000 Lamb Skins,
HAS.JUST RECEIVED
be r
Kennebunk, June 14.
Salt-Rheum, but cures Tinea
peries.of habiliment, give them respectabdi-' in payment for the above article.
BALE RO0W PAOE and ®ORmonly called SCALD HEAD) andallscab^ dec»
ty in the eyes of the world, or grace in the
Kennebunk, July 5, 1828.
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of elegant patterns and at low
g°g
eruptions peculiar to.unhealthy children,
s'ght of the female sex, is exceedingly eiroprices.
iD/^There is nothing of a mercurialnatii? ing
neons. A more degrading idea, says the
July 5,1828,
contained in it, and it may be usedonf vol'
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AT WHOLESALEAND RETAIL.
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I whatever.
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anc
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from Kennebunk to Limerick, and
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Kennebunk-port, July 5, 1828.
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and
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K
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Kennebunk.Meeting-house.—Said land is well covered worthy of the attention of purchasers:
be
***Liberal discount to country dealers.
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WILLIAM PATTEN.
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!F satin that is addressed to her. An A few thousand suitable for LATHING.
Kennebunk-Port, July 5, 1828.
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re innumerable, independent of Prime English Turnip Beed,
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much of human nature, “ Let thy words be
ly a beautiful Japan Im quid Joiners’ Bench Screws and Bevils; Hammers, boring or trusting any of said Paupers on b
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Blacking, superior to any other now in Hatchets,
use.
Glue, Tacks and Brads, all sizes ; account, (excepting those persons with wh®
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Chronicle of the Times.
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